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Narrow dip in the angular dependence of the irreversible magnetic moment
in columnar-defected YBa2Cu3Oy single crystals
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When the magnetic fieldH is rotated around the axis parallel to the short side of columnar-defected
YBa2Cu3Oy single crystals, we observe a narrow dip in the irreversible magnetic moment forH parallel to the
columns. The conditions for the existence of this phenomenon have been clarified by investigating different
sample geometries and field orientations. Using the anisotropic critical state model, we show that the anomaly
arises from a sharp increase of the critical current density parallel to the field rotation plane. Possible expla-
nations for the underlying vortex dynamics are discussed.@S0163-1829~98!04237-4#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The enhancement of vortex pinning in high-temperat
superconductors~HTS’s! by columnar defects is wel
established.1 There have been some studies2 of how the di-
rection of magnetic field effects the vortex-column intera
tion, but with limited ~;1°! angular resolution. Recently,3

using vector magnetometry with high angular resolution,
transformations of the vortex structure in columnar defec
YBa2Cu3Oy single crystals were studied. It was found th
the behavior of the reversible transverse magnetization
lated to the direction of vortices, corresponds to the gener
accepted physical picture of vortex lock-in phenome
When the anglew between the column direction and th
magnetic fieldH is less than the lock-in anglewL , vortices
are locked to the column direction. For larger angleswL

,w,wT , the vortex structure is kinked. Finally, whenw
.wT , the vortices become rectilinear and closely paralle
H.

Thus for smallw, vortex pinning by columns is much
stronger than bulk pinning by point defects, but at largew the
columns become ineffective. The critical current densityJC

should therefore decrease rapidly with increasingw; equiva-
lently, there should be a peak in the irreversible magn
momentmirr(w) at w50. This was indeed reported prev
ously. However, in this work we found that over a substa
tial portion of the field-temperature plane, there is amini-
mumof mirr(w) instead of a maximum atw50, but only for
certain orientations of the field rotation plane with respec
the sample geometry. Here we explore this unexpected
nomenon in detail, present a phenomenological interpr
tion, and discuss its possible physical origin.
PRB 580163-1829/98/58~13!/8820~6!/$15.00
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II. EXPERIMENTAL

A. Samples

We have studied five twinned YBa2Cu3Oy single crystals
taken from a single batch, which were characterized m
netically prior to irradiation. At 77 K they displayed n
‘‘fishtail’’ peak and the shielding current density was belo
104 A/cm2, indicative of little pinning in the virgin state. In
four crystals~AH, AE, HA, andAW!, columnar defects were
created by 2.2 GeV Au ion irradiation; for crystalI2,
2.7 GeV U ions were used. As is usual, the irradiation dir
tion was tilted slightly~;1°!, away from thec axis to avoid
channeling. All samples are rectangular in shape; their
mensions and irradiation fluences, expressed as matc
field Bc , are listed in Table I.

B. Alignment procedure

The effects that we are concerned with here occur ove
narrow range of angle between the applied fieldH and the
column direction. We use a vibrating sample magnetome
equipped with two perpendicular pickup coils that simul

TABLE I. Dimensions and matching fields of the irradiate
crystals.

Sample
number l mm s mm t mm h5 l /s

Matching
field/T

AH 1.26 0.57 25 2.21 3
AE 1.12 0.72 27 1.47 1
HA 1.25 0.9 25 1.38 0.3
AW 1.4 0.75 20 1.87 0.1
I2 1.76 0.54 38 3.26 0.04
8820 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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neously measuremstd and mort the components of the mag
netic moment parallel and perpendicular to the applied~hori-
zontal! magnetic field, respectively. The sample can
rotated about a vertical axis~Fig. 1! with high angular reso-
lution ~0.01°! and reproducibility,4 but the uncertainties in
sample mounting and in column direction may cause
latter to be tipped out of the horizontal plane by up to;1° or
so. Later we added a vertical solenoid, swept synchrono
with the main horizontal superconducting coils, to tilt th
field rotation plane into alignment with the columns. This t
range is limited by dissipation in the secondary soleno
which can generate a maximum vertical field of;40 mT.

Within the horizontal plane, the column direction can
readily identified, either through anull in the reversiblepart
of the moment transverse toH, or anextremumin the irre-
versiblemoment parallel toH.3 As the direction of theab
planes can also be determined in a similar manner, we
find the misalignment~;1°! between the projections of th
columns andc axis to the rotation plane with an accura
better than 0.1°. As we found it of no importance for t
results presented here, we will further assume thatc axis
coincides with the direction of the columns which was us
as the zero angle reference direction.

As we shall see below, the observed behavior depe
critically on whether the field rotation axis is parallel to th
long side or to the short transverse side of the thin plate
sample~Fig. 1!. For investigations over a substantial angu
range, the sample does have to be remounted, and the
umn direction relocated for the second set of measureme
By using the secondary solenoid, data could be obtained
both rotation planes within a limited angular window witho
remounting the sample.

In presenting and analyzing the data, it is convenien
distinguish field rotations in the two orthogonal planes
denoting the angles asw andu for the rotation axis parallel to
the short and long side of the sample, respectively~Fig.
1!. In what follows we shall refer to these as the short a
long rotation axes.

FIG. 1. Geometry of the angular studies.~a! Rotation axis par-
allel to the longl is denoted byu; ~b! rotation of the applied fieldH
by the axis parallel to the short sample sides is denoted by the
anglew.
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C. Measurement regime

In the present study, we are concerned with flux pinn
as reflected by shielding currents, which generate anirre-
versible momentm; we obtainm from the difference be-
tween the upward and downward legs of the magnetiza
loops. As we have pointed out previously,5 for H applied at
an arbitrary angle, the shielding currents in a thin plate
perconductor are closely confined to the plane of the pl
unlessH is very nearly parallel to the plate. The associat
momentm is therefore nearly parallel to the plate normal; w
obtain its magnitude from the vector addition of the me
sured momentsmstd and mort . However, similar behaviour
can also be deduced frommstd alone.

We need to avoid the complications arising from dema
netizing effects, so all the results reported here are at fie
large compared with the critical state full penetration fie
Hpen. The latter is proportional to the critical current dens
j, which itself varies greatly between our samples becaus
their wide range of fluences. Consequently, the regions of
field-temperature plane that have been examined are no
same for all samples.

The data presented here arise fromw scans withu set to
0°, and vice versa, although in setting the sample alignm
and for other reasons, we have explored other orientat
close to the column direction. Our procedure was always
fix an orientation, and then measure a magnetization lo
the converse protocol, with sample rotation in fixed field c
readily generate artifacts.5 While some flux creep is alway
present, the features reported here are not sensitive to i
checked by performing magnetization loops at widely diffe
ent sweep rates.

III. RESULTS

Figure 2 shows the angular dependences ofm for samples
HA, AH, and I2. Over a broad angular range, the mome
increases as the field direction approaches that of the
umns, as seen previously.2 However, forw scans~short rota-
tion axis!, there is a narrow dip in magnetic moment atw
50 evident in all samples, although somewhat broader
the sample with the lowest fluenceI2. This minimum was
found to exist only below a threshold fieldm0Hb , which
decreases with increasing temperature, and which can
greater or smaller than the matching fieldBC . For m0H
.m0Hb no dip is present.

Furthermore, at a given field, the presence of a minim
depends on the rotation plane with respect to the sam
geometry@Fig. 2~b!#: Samples of large aspect ratio~AH and
I2) exhibit no dip at all foru scans~long rotation axis!,
while HA, which is almost square, shows a dip inm(u)
similar to that seen inm(w). These curves are not perfect
symmetric about the origin~the column direction!; this may
result from the deliberate small misalignment between
irradiation direction and thec-axis and the uncertainty in
setting the rotation plane~Sec. II A!.

Data obtained on samplesAWandAE with the secondary
coil, so thatu andw could both be scannedin situ, are pre-
sented in Fig. 3. As in the initial~and less precisely aligned!
measurements described above, the dip is observed inm(w)
for all cases, but the dip inm(u) occurs only for the almost-
square sampleAE. To summarize, all five samples show
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central minimum whenH is rotated around the short axis o
the sample, but for rotation around long axis, the minim
occurs only in samples that are nearly square.

IV. MODEL

A. Symmetry breaking

Because these crystals are twinned, on a mesoscopic
they should have four-fold symmetry in theab plane prior to
irradiation. That symmetry is broken, but only weakly, b
the deliberate small misalignment between thec-axis and the
irradiation direction~Sec. II A!. We can exclude this facto
as the reason for the observed behavior because of the
portance of the sample geometry found in the data, and
because no significant anisotropy in theab plane induced by
columnar defects has ever been reported~e.g., Ref. 6 and
references therein!.

On a macroscopic scale, the rectangular shape of th
platelike crystals is strongly symmetry breaking, and inde
that is the correlation we observe: a simple maximum inm
occurs only ifH is rotated by axis parallel to the long side
markedly rectangular crystals; otherwise there is a cen
minimum. We therefore look at the interplay between t
field direction and the macroscopic shielding currents.

WhenH is parallel to the normal, the shielding currents
a rectangular superconducting plate that flow parallel to
long and short sides of the sample are mesoscopic
equivalent. However, asH is rotated, this equivalence break
down: the current~density! ji parallel to the rotation plane
acquires a component in the direction ofH, whereas the
current j' perpendicular to the rotation plane remains

FIG. 2. The angular dependences of the normalized irrevers
magnetic moments of samplesAH, HA, andI2 ~a! for rotation axis
parallel to the short sample sidem~w!/m~0!, and~b! for rotation axis
parallel to the long sample sidem~u!/m~0!. For clarity, the curves
have been displaced vertically. These data were taken prior to
incorporation of the secondary solenoid~Sec. II B!, so that the
alignment of the column direction to the field rotation plane is n
better than about 1°.
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thogonal toH ~Fig. 4!. Below we consider the anisotropi
Bean model and show that the observed symmetry brea
can be related to anisotropy in the shielding currents indu
when the magnetic field is tilted.

B. The anisotropic critical state model

The standard Bean critical state model was extended s
time ago to include anisotropic critical current densities in
rectangular plate with magnetic field applied parallel to t
normal.7,8 More recently, we have shown that for fields tilte
from the normal, over a large angular rangem is dominated
totally by the in-plane currents.5 This result was obtained in
the closed form for an infinite strip. Assuming that it remai
valid for a finite rectangular slab, the standard anisotro
critical state model can be used also whenH is tilted away
from the normal. In this case the angular dependence of
magnetic moment is caused by the angular dependence o
in-plane currents.

We distinguish rotation axes parallel to the short and lo
sample sides by denoting the angles from the normal aw
and u ~Fig. 1!; mesoscopically these are equivalent, so t
the angular dependence of the current is independent o
orientation of the sample sides, i.e.,j i(w)[ j i(u) and
j'(w)[ j'(u).

Then for small angles of tilt, the current anisotropyk
5 j i / j' will be close to unity, and so less than the samp
aspect ratioh(5 l /s); the pattern of current flow will be tha
indicated in Fig. 4~a!. The magnetic moments are

m~w!5
j i~w!s@3h2k~w!#

6h
V, ~1!

m~u!5
j'~u!s@3h2k21~u!#

6h
V , ~2!

FIG. 3. The angular dependences of the normalized irrevers
magnetic moments of samplesAW andAE, measured with the ad
ditional vertical solenoid to obtain more accurate alignment~see
text!. ~a! m~w!/m~0!; ~b! m~u!/m~0!.
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whereV is the sample volume.
Particularly, for small changes in the currents ne

(u,w)50 when ji(w)5 ji(0)(11b i) and j'(w)5 j'(0)(1
2b'), with b' ,b i!1 ~this choice of signs will be see
later to be convenient!, we find

m~w!5m~w!/m~0!'11b i2
b i1b'

3h21
, ~3!

m~u!5m~u!/m~0!'12b'1
b i1b'

3h21
. ~4!

At larger tilt anglesw the anisotropy of the currentsk(w)
increases, and whenk>h the ‘‘rooftop’’ pattern of current
flow alters to that of Fig. 4~b!. Equation~1! must then be
replaced by

m~w!5
j'~w!l @32hk21~w!#

6
V. ~5!

Equation~2! remains valid.

C. Behavior for H nearly parallel to the columns

The presence of a minimum in square samples (h51)
whenH is rotated from the normal requiresb i(w).b'(w)
@Eqs.~3! or ~4!#; furthermore, whenh increases, the behav
iour of m(w) asH is rotated around the short axis becom

FIG. 4. The ‘‘rooftop’’ pattern of distribution of shielding cur
rents in a rectangular sample. The critical current~density! in the
plane of the sample that flows perpendicular toH is denotedj' ,
that with a component parallel toH is j i . Because the anisotropy o
the currentsj i / j' increases with increasing tilt angle, the initi
pattern ~a! eventually switches to that of~b! when H is rotated
around short axis. In contrast, for rotations around long axis~c!, the
initial pattern remains stable.
r

s

dominated byb i(w) @Eq. ~3!#. Therefore, the experimenta
observation that there is always a central minimum in th
w scans@Figs. 1~a! and 2~a!# shows that for smallw, j i(w)
increases more rapidly thanj'(w) decreases.

For theu scans@Eq. ~4!# initially m(u) has a central mini-
mum if 3h<21@b i(w)/b'(w)#. Although we cannot ex-
pect b i(w) and b'(w) to be quantitatively the same in a
our samples, because of their wide range of fluences, the
that the samples withh<1.5 show central minima in theu
scans, but those withh>1.5 have central maxima@Figs. 2~b!
and 3~b!#, suggests that for smallw, b i(w) is typically up to
2.5 times larger thanb'(w).

D. Behavior for H at large angles to the normal

For current j i(w) the Lorentz force decreases withw.
This, and other reasons discussed below, determine the
increase of the anisotropyk. Because the samples studie
here have moderate values ofh, for any given sample the
anisotropyk of the currents will at some anglewc exceed its
geometrical aspect ratioh. In which case Eq.~5! applies
instead of Eq.~1!, and the current pattern of Fig. 4~b! re-
places that of Fig. 4~a!. Thereafter bothm(w) andm(u) will
be dominated byj' , which decreases with increasing ang
The position of the subsidiary maxima in thew scans is a
measure ofwc , so that again with thecaveatthat the samples
cover a range of fluences and matching fields, it is consis
that the larger the aspect ratio, the greater the angle of th
maxima@Fig. 2~a!#.

One further result of the anisotropic critical state mode
that when the anglesw andu become large, so that the an
isotropyk is large, the angular ratio of the magnetic mome
n(w)5m(w)/m(u5w) @Eqs. ~2! and ~5!# tends towards the
sample aspect ratioh @recalling that j'(w)[ j'(u)]. Here
we usew to represent angular dependences in different
rections without reference to the scan direction. The d
shown in Fig. 5 demonstrate the quantitative validity of t
model. Small misalignment~,1°! of the rotation plane and
columns leads to the uncertainty~;10–20%, see inset in Fig
5! in the values ofm(w50°) and m(u50°) that are ob-

FIG. 5. The ratio of the normalized magnetic momentsm~w!/
m~u! for equal tilt angles (w5u) in the two rotation planes. At high
angles,m~w!/m~u! is seen to tend toward the sample aspect ratioh.
The inset shows the behavior ofm~w!/m~u! at small angles.
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tained in two separate experiments with sample remoun
To cancel the uncertainty we used normalization by th
values and considered ratio ofm(w,u)5m(w,u)/m(0°).

E. Angular dependences of the current densities

The critical state equations form~w! and m~u! @Eqs. ~1!,
~2! or ~5!# can be inverted to extract the angular variations
j' and j i . For n,2h3/(3h221) the anisotropyk can be
calculated from the cubic equation

k3~w!23hk2~w!13hn~w!k~w!2n~w!50, ~6!

where only one physical solution exists for the range 1,k
,h. Oncek is found ~using the standard solution9! the val-
ues of the currentsj i and j' can be found straightforwardly
from Eqs.~1! and ~2!, respectively. For largen>2h3/(3h2

21) the anisotropyk>h can be calculated using

k~w!5
n~w!2h3

3h@n~w!2h#
, ~7!

and the currentsj i and j' are determined from the Eqs.~5!
and ~2!, respectively.

The results for a typical irradiated sample are shown
Fig. 6; the accuracy in the calculation ofj i decreases rapidly
as w increases so the data shown are restricted to s
angles. For comparison, data are included also from an u
radiated twinned crystal in which the pinning is dominat
by twin boundaries. This comparison stresses that the
tures discussed here are characteristic of irradiated sam
only.

For low fields, the current density parallel to the fie
rotation plane,j i , increases more rapidly in the columna
defected crystal thanj' decreases, which is the condition fo
a central minimum inm~w! noted in Sec. IV B; the convers
is the case at high fields, so there is then a central maxim
in m~w!. In the unirradiated crystal,j i is essentially indepen
dent of angle.

FIG. 6. The normalized angular dependences of the curr
parallel ji and perpendicularj' to the rotation plane ofH, as ob-
tained from the measured magnetic moments via Eqs.~6! and ~7!.
Data are shown for the irradiated crystalAH at two different fields,
and for comparison, an unirradiated crystal~OZ!. For clarity, the
curves have been displaced vertically.
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V. DISCUSSION

The analysis of our data into the current components p
allel and perpendicular to the rotation plane of the appl
field shows that the cause for the unexpected central m
mum inm~w! is the rapid increase in irradiated crystals ofj i

with angle, as shown in Fig. 6. For large angles, thej i

current is closely related to the Lorentz force-fr
configuration.10–14 In previous experiments a large increa
of the critical current for this case was observed for bo
conventional superconductors10 and HTS’s~Refs. 14 and 15!
using transport, magnetic and magnetooptic measurem
However, it is presently unclear how this may influence t
behavior at small angles.

There is of course a ‘‘lock-in’’ transition between the vo
tices and the columns at small enough angles, and our ea
experiments3 indicate that for the sample shown in Fig. 6
60 K the boundary between the ‘‘locked’’ and ‘‘kinked’
vortex phases occurs for a transverse field of;20 mT, cor-
responding to angleswL2K , considerably smaller than th
range over whichj i continues to increase. Thus, we infer th
the enhancement ofj i is occurring within the ‘‘kinked’’ vor-
tex phase.

One possibility is that becausej i contains a componen
which is collinear to the direction of the vortex, it could lea
to helical instabilities in the vortex segments of the kink
vortex phase~Fig. 7!. Such instabilities have recently bee
observed directly15 and can fundamentally alter the nature
the flux pinning mechanism. The decrease ofj' as H is
tilted away from the columns is related simply to the vorte
column interaction, and no helical instability is expected
observed.15

VI. CONCLUSIONS

When the magnetic field is rotated around the axis para
to the short transverse side of irradiated YBa2Cu3O7 single

ts

FIG. 7. Schematic vortex structure in tilted field.~a! For small
tilt angles, the vortex structure consists of segments locked to
columns, linked by segments between the columns.~b! Because the
links have a component parallel to the currentji , a helical instabil-
ity may arise.
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crystal, we observe a narrow dip in the irreversible magn
moment for the magnetic field direction parallel to the c
umns. In terms of a simple anisotropic critical state mod
the minima can be understood as arising from a rapid
crease in the current~density! ji parallel to the field rotation
plane as the field is tilted, which is faster than the decreas
the perpendicular currentj' . One quantitative prediction o
this model is that at large angles, the ratio of these cur
densities should approach the sample aspect ratioh; the good
agreement of the values measured gives strong support t
model.

In terms of the vortices and their interaction with the c
lumnar defects, this behavior is occurring within th
‘‘kinked’’ vortex phase. One possibility for the contrastin
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behavior of ji and j' is that the former is susceptible t
helical instabilities, but the latter is not.
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